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Introduction
Enter the new digital journal publishing era
Welcome to the 2nd edition of The Journal Editor’s Definitive Guide to Digital Publishing! In the
introduction of the 1st edition of this eBook we talked about what it means for journals to
enter the “digital age.” Now, almost 2 years later, we can’t emphasize enough the importance
of digitally driven journal publishing.
According to the 2015 STM report, “All STM journals are now available online, with just a
few exceptions [and…] print editions will [...] start to disappear from publisher’s lists in
significant numbers over the next couple of years.” The “next couple of years” that the report
was referring to is now and it’s real. Take a minute to let that sink in.
Today, many journals are transitioning to online-only publishing and countless others are
“born digital.” The shift to digital publishing brings massive opportunities to make research
more accessible to interested academic and mainstream readers in more engaging ways than
on traditional printed pages. But it can also be overwhelming for editorial teams that are
used to print-based journal models. Many editors are wondering — what aspects of digital
publishing should my journal tackle first? From ensuring article discoverability online to
creating a modern website, there’s a lot to consider.
This guide covers everything you need to know to get started with digitally driven journal
publishing, including:
• An overview of how the academic publishing landscape is changing
• Primary aspects of digital publishing journals should be focusing on
• Tips to make your journal’s website and content more discoverable
This guide will help you to gain your footing in the digital publishing frontier and begin to
explore the many opportunities technology brings to journal publishing.
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1
Establishing Your
Journal’s Online
Presence

A growing
preference for
online journals

Printed scholarly journals just aren’t cutting
it anymore. In the “digital age” scholars
expect to be able to access articles online.
While debate remains as to whether
scholars prefer online reading over print,
there is no question that they are
increasingly taking to Google Scholar and
other online databases to conduct research.
The 2012 Ithaka S+R US Faculty Survey of
over five thousand faculty members at
four-year colleges found that over 60% of
participants preferred “searching for a
particular topic” and “exploring references”
online. Similarly, the 2015 MIT Library
Survey found that more than 80% of the
community preferred electronic journals,
collections of papers, and conference
proceedings. There’s no question that
scholars are looking for content online.
Additionally, digital publishing offers
opportunities for widely disseminating
research that print journals simply cannot.
By publishing online, entire journals and
their individual articles can be searched for
and found anywhere in the world in a
matter of clicks. Journals that publish
online can also cut printing costs, creating
opportunities to make research more
cheaply accessible or open access.
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Sociological Science website

As Amodern’s co-editor Scott Pound put it in
a recent article, “online scholarly
publication is the natural and inevitable
response to this crisis of scholarly and
educational communication.” Rather than
question whether we will segue from print
to online-focused journal publishing, now is
the time embrace this certain transition and
find the best means of adapting to it.
In order to harness the power of online
publishing, your journal obviously needs to
have a web presence. “We already have a
website” you may say. But, is your website
geared towards the digital researcher? It’s
important that journals avoid simply
copycatting print practices on their
publication website, which unfortunately
tends to be the default for many
publications.

Develop your journal
website

Whether or not you’re ready to go all in and
publish solely online, it’s vital for your
journal to have a professionalized web
presence. Designing a website is naturally
very different from putting together a print
journal layout. If you don’t have much
experience with website design, figuring out
how to set up a user-friendly journal
website can be daunting. As a result, you
may be tempted to fall prey to print
publishing tendencies wherein your journal
website becomes a static page of issues that
link to lists of articles. Don’t do it! This will
not produce an engaging digital reading
experience. Instead, you need to adopt a
modern online publishing style.
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When thinking about how to modernize
your journal website, remember to
focus on the areas most important to
readers. In “Seven questions to ask
yourself when you’re redesigning your
journal’s website” Scholastica CoFounder and Lead User Experience
Designer Rob Walsh shares some
pointers to help you start to plan out or
reevaluate your journal website:

• Avoid adding sections to your
website that you won’t be able to
maintain, such as a “news and
announcements” page that requires
constant updating.
• Communicate what authors need to
know above all else. Make sure you
have an easily accessible and clearly
organized submission guideline
page.
• If your journal chooses to connect
its website to that of a scholarly
society, be sure that your journal’s
“about” and “author” pages are easy
to access from the homepage.
• Ask yourself and fellow editors if
your journal website looks like a
place you would frequent to browse
articles — if not, it’s time to revisit
the design.
• Adopt a mobile-friendly website
design.
The last point on adopting a mobilefriendly website design is paramount.
Global mobile and tablet browsing

exceeded desktop for the first time in
2016. When it comes to rising mobile
usage, universities and research
centers are no exception.
Recent reports have found that use of
mobile devices for research is growing.
Having a mobile-friendly journal
website is not only necessary to
provide a better reading experience for
today’s scholars, but also to ensure that
your journal shows up in search engine
results. Mobile friendliness is one of the
top factors that Google and other
search engines consider when ranking
your website to determine where to
show it in search results.
As you start making plans to modernize
your journal website, be sure to focus
on your reader experience and key
factors like mobile friendliness. Start to
consider other journal and content
sites that you enjoy visiting. What do
you like about them? How are they able
to present content in an engaging way?
Make sure to incorporate those
elements into your journal’s website.
The way your content is presented can
make all of the difference in how often
it is found, read, and shared. A great
example of a quality journal website is
that of Sociological Science. The journal
uses its website homepage to showcase
new and popular articles, in addition to
having an “articles” tab to access all of
the journal’s content.
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Sociological Science also uses color and
images to make its website and content
more engaging, as well as a branded
journal logo that viewers will remember.
Hip to Google’s game, Sociological Science
has made its website mobile friendly.
Some key components of modern journal
website design used by journals like
Sociological Science that you should aim to
have include:
• Article search functionality
• Ability to organize articles into
categories
• A way for readers to keep track of
journal updates, like an RSS feed
• Images to accompany articles for a
more engaging reading experience

SOME TIPS
You’ll want to research and
consider different journal website
options such as:
• Purchasing a journal domain
and having a member of your
editorial team or an outsourced
development team build your
site from custom code
• Building a website yourself with
a content management system
(keep in mind, the technical
skills needed for this will vary
by platform)
• Using journal publishing
software that offers a website
design specifically for academic
journals, like Scholastica's Open
Access Publishing platform

From finding ways to showcase journal
content to using images and branding and
having a mobile-friendly design, there is a
lot to take in when it comes to assessing
your journal website. Given all of the
components of web design and yours and
your editorial board’s limited time, you
may find yourselves thinking , “what we
have now is good enough.” Don’t get left
behind in settling for a basic webpage
though, particularly if your website it not
mobile ready! Now is the time to explore
your options.
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Scholastica’s publishing dashboard

Software to Liberate Your
Publishing Process:
Scholastica Open Access
Publishing
At Scholastica, we believe that all open
access journals should be able to publish
professional content on a modern website
without facing high costs or technical
hassles. That’s why we’ve built a suite of
academic journal software and services that
puts the power to easily publish an OA
journal in the hands of editorial teams —
whether they are part of a scholarly society,
university press, or running an independent
journal.
Scholastica's Open Access Publishing
platform gives editors all the tools to
publish a professional academic journal.
Using our simple journal creation process,
journals can set up a modern publication
website in a matter of clicks.

Scholastica provides a website template
designed specifically for academic journals
that editors can customize with their logo,
colors, and images using a simple editor
tool. With Scholastica, there is no need for
advanced technical knowledge or to hire a
website developer!
Scholastica's Open Access Publishing
platform, includes:
• Mobile-friendly website designed to
meet the needs of modern scholars
• Enhanced website discoverability with
automatic Google Scholar indexing
• Publishing analytics, including article
download counts, referring websites,
and more
• Ability to integrate with Scholastica Peer
Review
To learn more about how Scholastica’s Open
Access Publishing platform works, check
out our blog post “Start Publishing Your OA
Journal on Scholastica in 3 Easy Steps.”
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Case Study: Discrete
Analysis launches with
Scholastica’s Open Access
Publishing Platform

running quickly, without needing to hire a
web developer. They set up a modern
journal website on Scholastica that
showcases their articles with images and
“editorial introductions,” or brief article
descriptions, that link out to the published
versions on arXiv.

The Challenge:

The Roll-Out:

In 2015, renowned mathematician Sir
Timothy Gowers and a team of
distinguished colleagues set out to launch a
scholar-owned, open access mathematics
journal to be called Discrete Analysis.
Gowers and his team wanted to manage the
journal on their own, without contracting
out to a publisher, and to make it free to
read and free to publish in. They decided to
use the arXiv overlay model to produce the
journal as affordably as possible. In order to
run a successful arXiv journal, the team
realized that they needed an affordable
peer review platform and a publication
website that could link out to their articles
on arXiv.

Discrete Analysis officially launched on
March 1, 2016 and received broad interest
from the academic community for its
scholar-owned, free-to-read, and free-topublish-in model, as well as its modern
website design. Gowers said for him, having
a quality website that he and his team can
easily manage on Scholastica is paramount
to the mission of the journal.

Adopting Scholastica:
Prior to the launch of Discrete Analysis,
Gowers and his team found that Scholastica
had the tools they needed to peer review
their journal and create a modern website.
Using Scholastica Open Access Publishing,
they were able to get their journal up and

“We want to show that the cheapness of
running the journal is completely
compatible with high quality,” said Gowers.
“I hope [scholars] will notice that the
journal’s website is far better designed than
almost any other website of a mathematics
journal. Ours is easier to navigate and nicer
than the websites of any other journals or
commercial publishers I’ve seen. We’re
showing that you can have an online reading
experience that’s as high quality as print
and you can do it without a publisher.”
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A journal website on Scholastica
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Perfect your digital reading
experience

Truly digital journals need more than a
great web presence — they need to give
researchers a quality article reading
experience too. For most journals the PDF
remains the canonical online publishing
medium. Since its introduction in the
1990s the PDF has evolved to better suit
researchers’ needs over time.
How has the PDF changed in recent years?
While traditional PDFs could only be
accessed via file download or by
downloading a PDF reader application,
today they can be embedded in web
browsers, giving readers instant access to
their contents. In this way, the PDF has
evolved to offer a similar experience to
visiting a webpage. At the same time, the
PDF remains true to its print-based roots
offering readers easy-to-print articles so
those who prefer to do so can still read on
paper. PDFs can also be saved to e-readers,
making them easily portable.
Of course, all PDF reading experiences are
not equal. Digitally driven journals are
introducing scholars to advanced inbrowser PDF viewers with features such
as the option to display accompanying files
and images next to a PDF article.

SOME TIPS
At Scholastica we pinpointed areas
of the PDF that could use some
updating and introduced advanced
PDF publishing options for journals
including:
• A clean in-browser PDF viewer
• The option to upload and
showcase accompanying article
files and images right next to
articles in the PDF view
• Built-in metadata parsing and
Google Scholar indexing

If you’re still just offering a file to download,
you’ll want to set up a modern in-browser
PDF reader. If you don’t have the time or
resources to figure out the technicalities of
this, software can help.
There are also drawbacks to publishing
journal articles and issues in PDF. A chief
limitation to the PDF is that it is not mobilefriendly, so trying to read a PDF on a mobile
phone or tablet device is arduous.
Additionally, PDF articles can be more
difficult to index than HTML articles and they
lack HTML functionality, including the ability
to insert rich media, such as a video, into an
article. We dig into the benefits of making
articles available in HTML in the next chapter.
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2
The Future of Online
Journal Publishing

The era of HTML articles
and the end of print?

When thinking about the PDF format, one
of the main words that comes to mind is
print. After all, the PDF was designed to
become the standard format for delivering
final page layouts for print and making
print-based content available to online
readers. As we move away from reading in
print, it’s becoming apparent that modeling
online content off of the print reading
experience is not the best way to make it
digestible for digital readers. HTML is a
much more logical format for publishing
content online, including academic journal
articles.
Moving from the PDF to publishing in
HTML offers many opportunities to
improve the reader’s experience. For
example, HTML references can be made
clickable so that readers do not have to
scroll to the end of a page each time they
want to view a reference.

HTML articles can also easily be made
mobile-ready, while PDFs cannot, and they
offer opportunities like adding embeddable
rich media to articles. There’s also countless
ways to improve the look and feel of HTML
articles using CSS stylesheets. As HTML has
evolved over the last 10-15 years it has also
come to encompass all the benefits once
only attributed to PDFs, such as making
articles easily downloadable, portable on ereaders, and printable.
Some would argue that the reason HTML
has not yet overtaken the PDF in academic
journal publishing is because it is not as easy
to publish both online and in physical issues.
Journals that publish PDFs use a printcentric design, whereas HTML articles
published online are not generally styled to
look like print. In reality, HTML can be made
print-ready, though. Journals can make
HTML articles print-ready by making a print
CSS stylesheet in addition to their online
HTML stylesheet and applying that to their
content before printing.
Printing logistics aside, perhaps the more
important question to ask is — will the age
of print journals last much longer?
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We can’t give you a definitive answer to this
question of course, but we can say that we’re
predicting the issue of journals leaving print
publishing isn’t a matter of “if” but “when.”
Scholars have voiced similar opinions,
including Dan Cohen, Vice Provost for
Information Collaboration, Dean of the
Libraries, and Professor of History at
Northeastern University. Cohen argues that
digital reading will likely overtake print in the
long-run citing research like The Pew
Research Center’s 2014 report on reading
and e-readers, which found that ebook use is
on the rise among younger generations.
What factors coming into play could cause
the shift from print to digital journal
publishing? Some hypotheses include:
• As modern scholars continue to move
towards conducting research online
rather than in physical libraries, they
won’t need “print” journals, just access to
articles that are “printable”
• Given that online research is oriented to
searching for particular journal articles,
journals may begin to publish individual
articles rather than compiling whole
issues, thereby eliminating the need to
print issues
• Market pressures to make content open
access will steer journals to eliminate
printing costs and favor affordable digital
publishing alternatives

SOME TIPS
Examples of journals that are
digital-only include:
• Survey Practice - Publishes
articles in PDF and HTML on
its Scholastica Open Access
Publishing website
• Sociological Science - Publishes
articles in PDF format
• Hybrid Pedagogy - Publishes all
articles in HTML format
• Discrete Analysis - Publishes
descriptions of all of its articles
on its Scholastica website and
links to the full articles on arXiv

Online journals can be run much more
affordably than their traditionalist
counterparts because they have no printing
or shipping costs. For example, the journals in
the above tips box rely on either small grants,
reader donations, small submission fees, or
below average article processing charges to
operate. They use their income to fund online
publishing software and/or web hosting (full
disclosure - Survey Practice, Sociological
Science, and Discrete Analysis use Scholastica).

Many open access journals are already taking
the plunge to become digital-only
publications — but how do these journals
benefit from publishing online?
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Scholastica typeset article

Formatting modern online
articles with new
typesetting technology

We’ve discussed how digital publishing can
help journals publish more quickly and
affordably by eliminating the time and costs
once required to produce print issues. But
what about typesetting? Even with the move
from printing journal issues to publishing
content online, whether you’re looking to
publish in PDF or HTML, there is still a need to
format pages of text, charts, graphs, and more
that can prove challenging. Typesetting has
historically been one of the most laborintensive aspects of journal publishing.
The good news is, today there are different
options for typesetting, some of which can
help journals save time and costs. The primary
typesetting options include:

• Contracting out to a corporate publisher
that will generally produce the journal
online and in print and control all costs
• Managing freelance typesetters

• Having members of the editorial team
typeset articles using design software
• Using a typesetting service that manages
all article formatting needs
Of course, not all of the above options are
equal. Some, like contracting out to a
corporate publisher, can make journal
production very expensive. Publisher costs
have to be absorbed somewhere and that
almost always translates to making journals
more costly for academic institutions and
scholars. Even with more journals adopting
OA publishing models, the cost of producing
research is not necessarily going down. Many
publishers are simply shifting their income
models from subscriptions to growing APCs.
Between 2012 and 2016 the average APC
was nearly two thousand dollars and the
consumer price index for APCs rose by
around 5%.
For academic-led OA journals, the option of
working with a corporate publisher is often
not the best way to help truly lower the cost
of research access. Of the remaining
typesetting options in the list above,
choosing the best one for your journal is
often a matter of time — by that we mean
your editorial team’s time.
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Trying to typeset articles on your own will
of course be the most time consuming of the
options, as it requires your team to do a lot
of manual work. Outsourcing typesetting to
freelancers can also eat up more hours than
you might realize if your editors have to
spend time managing either one or multiple
freelancers throughout typesetting to
ensure that deadlines are met.
If your journal has editors dedicated to
either formatting articles or managing
freelance typesetters and you’re not having
trouble meeting publication deadlines, then
the time required for either option may be a
non-issue. However, if your editors don’t
have a lot of time to devote to typesetting
you should consider the option of
typesetting services. Typesetting services
can take the burden of either wrestling with
article formatting or managing freelance
typesetters off of your editors and enable
you to get articles typeset faster.

New ways of
typesetting online
using technology
Today, technology is introducing the
potential to typeset articles in new more
efficient and reliable ways. For example,
Scholastica has launched a new typesetting
service that leverages advanced technology
to take DOCX manuscripts and
accompanying images, tables, and data files
and turn them into beautiful HTML and PDF
articles.
Scholastica’s team does all article text,
table, and data formatting digitally, rather
than manually creating files in a design
editor. As a result, we’re able to produce
professional articles more quickly.
Scholastica’s typesetting technology can
handle even the trickiest of tables and data
files. Since we generate tables from real
data, rather than inserting images of tables
into articles, each article is sure to look
clean and modern. Here’s how it works:
1. We take your DOCX manuscript and
accompanying files and create HTML
and PDF articles, as well as full-text XML
for indexing
2. We send article proofs to the author and
work with them to make any edits
3. When the article is done, we send you
the final proofs to publish
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Survey Practice, an online journal published by the
American Association for Public Opinion Research,
was the first to employ Scholastica's new typesetting
service. Examples of Scholastica typeset articles can
be seen on its website.

Modern typesetting means
more opportunities

The rise of online research has made it possible for
journals to embrace new and more affordable digital
article formatting options. As a result, it’s becoming
easier for academic institutions and scholars to
produce journals on their terms.
By either managing their own typesetting or relying
on an affordable digital typesetting service, journals
can produce articles more affordably and more
quickly. This is opening up doors for journals to
embrace new publishing models, such as rolling
publishing. In the rolling publishing model journals
publish individual articles on a rolling basis rather
than waiting to publish whole issues. We discuss
rolling publishing more in the next section.
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HTML and PDF article typeset by Scholastica
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The rise of rolling
publishing

We’ve talked about the many monetary
benefits of publishing online, but what about
the benefits for readers and scholarship more
broadly? One of the primary differentiators
between publishing in print and online is
speed. What previously took print journals
many days to publish and disseminate, online
journals can make available in a matter of
hours or even minutes, depending on the
software they use. In digital publishing, one of
the only factors holding back journals from
making accepted articles available
immediately is the time it takes to compile a
full journal issue.
But, as we mentioned previously, with
scholars moving to conducting search-engine
based research on the web and seeking
individual articles relevant to their research,
the need for journal issues is becoming less
apparent. In some sense, the entire idea of
the journal issue is becoming a vestige of
print publishing that journals could easily
shed on the web.
Some journals are already pushing
boundaries and moving from publishing full
issues to publishing articles on a rolling basis,
including Discrete Analysis. In an interview
with Scholastica, the journal’s editor-in-chief,
Timothy Gowers, explains their decision to
publish rolling articles. “If you have journal
issues — you’re implicitly admitting the old
way of doing print was the right way, and
what you end up with is a pale shadow of a
proper print journal,” said Gowers.
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“I don’t want to be that, I want to be aggressively modern. I
want to use the internet properly — when you’ve got
something, you post it. We’re not pretending to be a
traditional journal, we’re something else, which I like to think
of as better than a traditional journal. I think having articles
posted as they appear is one aspect of that.”
What are reasons your journal may want to consider
publishing articles on a rolling basis? Here are a few:
• Your journal can attract more submissions from scholars
looking to disseminate timely content to impact decisionmaking in economic, health, environmental, and social
sectors (among others) which many funders are putting
premiums on, including the Higher Education Funding
Council For England’s Research Excellence Framework.
• The sooner scholars can get timely content out, the
sooner they can also begin to accrue proof of altmetric
impacts, or article-level impact collated from a variety of
sources on the web, which they can use in tenure and
grant applications.
• Rolling publication of articles can be more efficient for
many editors than compiling entire journal issues.
Publishing articles on a rolling basis breaks up production
work and helps avoid a backlog of articles developing.
• For journals who use their editorial board or graduate
students for copyediting and layout, preparing a single
article can be less onerous than working on 6-8 articles at
once as part of an issue.
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The blog for the Journal of the History of Ideas

Finding ways to
resurface and link
related research
Unlike print publishing, when research is
published online it is not just available to
individual readers in physical locations; rather,
it is added to the massive network that is the
internet where it can be shared, linked to, and
discovered all over the world. Digitally savvy
journals can use the internet to draw
connections between, and resurface, old
articles, which we see many popular media
publications do online in order to make their
content more easily discoverable and extend
its lifespan.
For example, news outlets like The New York
Times will often include a sidebar in article
views with links to related content in order to
bring those old articles back to light.

Melissa Terras, Professor of Digital Cultural
Heritage at The University of Edinburgh, has
explored the benefits of resurfacing and
drawing links between digital journal articles.
In 2011, Terras began blogging and tweeting
about the 26 articles she’d published up to
that point, and in the process she found that
downloads of the research she promoted
increased greatly, in some instances by a
factor of 100. Since this experiment, Terras
has continued to write about her research
articles on mainstream blogs and to share
them on social media in order to expand their
reach and help scholars find her articles over
time.
Terras said she believes journals will need to
help scholars in such efforts to make their
content more discoverable as the rate of
information being published on the web
continues to grow. The 2.5 million new
articles published each year, according to the
2015 STM Report, are creating greater
competition for the attention of readers.
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One example of journals experimenting
with content resurfacing is MIT Press’s
BATCHES ebooks series. The press used
altmetrics data to find its most popular
published articles on particular topics and
combined them to create curated ebook
collections in order to resurface the
articles and draw more readers to them.
When it comes to helping scholars link to
and resurface their articles, online
software can help. For example, journals
that create their website and publish using
Scholastica's Open Access Publishing
platform have the option to add a blog to
their journal website. Blogging offers
journals a way to highlight their articles
and issues and keep readers engaged with
fresh content. All Scholastica journal
websites also come with an RSS feed, so
readers are able to follow content updates.

SOME TIPS
Some ways journals can help
scholars resurface and link
related research include:
• Provide forums for authors
who’ve published in your
journal to talk about their
research, such as a journal
blog or social media feed.
• Offer authors article
performance analytics so that
they can track the impact of
their online promotion efforts
for the articles published in
your journal.
• Repackage and highlight
related research from your
journal via online special
issues or by keeping listings of
journal content by topic area.
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3
Making Your Journal’s
Website and Content
Discoverable

Optimize content for
search engines and
scholarly indexes
By embracing online publishing, journals can
make their content available to more
researchers on the web — but that doesn’t
guarantee that scholars will find it. In order to
develop a sustainable digital publishing plan
your journal must factor in discoverability.
To make your content discoverable, you’ll
need to ensure your journal has a metadata
and keyword strategy (see more below) and
that you take all necessary steps to get your
content indexed by Google Scholar and other
relevant scholarly indexes.
During the 2014 Association of American
University Presses annual meeting, a panel
titled “Meta Data and Discoverability” offered
great steps your journal can take to start
making articles more discoverable. Some
immediate steps that you can take to make
your content discoverable on search engines
and in academic databases include:
• Ensure all your journal’s articles have
descriptive titles that clearly reflect what
the article is about — pithy titles are fun,
but generally don’t correlate to common
searches.
• Have your journal’s editors or published
authors assign keywords to all articles that
reflect key article concepts

• Make sure each article webpage or PDF
URL clearly reflects its content — the URL
should contain keywords from the article.

In addition to following the aforementioned
discoverability steps, you’ll need to add
metadata to your journal and articles. This
can get a little trickier as you’ll need to
update your website code. The American
Mathematical Society has a brief guide to
adding metadata to articles that you can view
here.

If you don’t have coding knowledge, you’ll
need to work with a web developer to get
metadata fields set up. Before embarking on
a costly project, consider readymade
alternatives. Publishing platforms designed
for academic journals, like Scholastica Open
Access Publishing, can handle this for you.
Among metadata that journals should have
are:
• Author names
• Article title
• Journal ISSN
• Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs)

For more advice on how to optimize
academic journal articles for search engines,
you can also check out the OpenScience
article, “Why and how should you optimize
academic articles for search engines?”
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The Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)

Apply to relevant
scholarly journal
indexes and databases
Once you have a baseline keyword and
metadata plan for your journal, you’ll want to
research all of the relevant scholarly indexes
and databases you’d like to be included in,
such as the Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJ) or PubMed Central, and make a list of
any additional steps you’ll need to take to be
added to the index. Wikipedia has a list of
major academic databases and search engines
that you can use as a starting point.

Your journal will also want to be sure to get
Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for all of
your articles, which is required for inclusion
in many scholarly databases and indexes. If
you’re not yet using DOIs, don’t wait to get
them. DOIs are unique number and character
codes used to identify journal articles on the
web. Your DOIs will ensure that scholars can
always access and link to the original copy of
all articles you publish on the web. You can
get started adding DOIs to your articles by
visiting CrossRef, which is an official DOI
registry for scholarly content.
You can learn more about how to go about
getting DOIs here.

For tips on how to go about getting indexed,
check out this interview with Roland
Meesters, editor-in-chief of Journal of Applied
Bioanalysis.
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Make sure your journal
content and website
can be crawled by
search engines

What is “crawling” you may wonder? It’s how
search engines, like Google and Google
Scholar, find content to return in their search
results. Crawlers, which are essentially tiny
searching machines, use their search engine’s
algorithm to scan the web for relevant content
and add it to the search engine’s index.
You’ll need to ensure both your website and
the actual articles on your website are being
indexed by search engines, which requires
different steps for journals publishing HTML
or PDF articles.
What makes a website indexable by search
engines? You’ll need to research the
requirements of the engines you care most
about. For example, some of Google’s indexing
requirements include:
• Sign up for a Google Webmaster Tools
account
• Submit your website’s sitemap to Google
Webmaster Tools

• Make sure your site content contains
keywords and phrases people will likely
search for to find journals like yours
• Fix broken links and add alt-text to images
• Make sure the robots.txt file on your web
server is current so you don’t accidentally
block Google crawlers
In terms of ensuring that scholars find and
cite your journal’s articles, Google Scholar is
perhaps the most important index. A
preliminary finding of the 2015 101
Innovations in Scholarly Communication
survey was that 92% of academics used
Google Scholar. Open access journals should
be especially cognizant of their Google
Scholar indexing status because, along with
the Directory of Open Access Journals,
Google Scholar is one of the few indexes
available to scholars at no cost, unlike other
popular databases like ProQuest, which
require subscriptions.
So what does it take to get indexed in Google
Scholar?
As explained by Open Science, in order to
have your journal’s articles immediately
indexed by Google Scholar they must either
be cited in articles that are already included
in the index, or Google Scholar must
recognize your journal website as a trusted
source.

• Fix broken links and add alt-text to images
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As per the Google Scholar guidelines, in
order to have your website considered a
trusted source you must make sure it is
configured following Google Scholar’s
technical inclusion criteria, and then
contact Google Scholar to request to be
added to the index.
Sounds time-consuming, right?
Unfortunately, it can be. But it is
absolutely worth the effort and it’s a vital
step for all digital journals now and for the
future.
You don’t have to deal with the hassle of
getting indexed by Google Scholar on your
own either. Journal publishing software,
like Scholastica, can help. Scholastica is
already considered a trusted source by
Google Scholar, so all journals that publish
via Scholastica's Open Access Publishing
platform are automatically indexed with
no extra work on the part of the editors.

Additional steps
journals can take to
optimize their website
discoverability
Another way you can make your journal
more discoverable on the web is by
ensuring you always have fresh content on
your journal website. That doesn’t mean
you have to re-write each of your journal’s
web pages all of the time. Rather, some
ways you can keep your content fresh
include:
• Posting announcements on your
journal website
• Showcasing featured articles
• Blogging about your latest articles or
interviews with authors
Search engine crawlers will be more likely
to come across, index, and re-index your
website if you update it often. The SEO
benefits of publishing new content are
another reason to consider publishing
articles on a rolling basis, as previously
mentioned.
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Promote your journal
articles and encourage
scholars to share them

• Maintaining a social media presence on
Twitter, LinkedIn, or other networks
• Keeping a journal blog
• Posting video author interviews to your
website via YouTube or Vimeo
• Starting a journal podcast and having
authors as guests

In addition to actively taking steps to ensure
your work is being indexed by online search
engines, one of the best ways you can ensure
your content is discoverable is by sharing it
with the academic community. Your journal
should be taking steps to promote its content
on the web and to help spread promotional
efforts undertaken by authors.
Among top reasons to independently promote
your academic journal are: making content
visible to a wider audience, offering scholars
who publish in your journal the value of
broader awareness of their work, and
attracting more reviewers by increasing
awareness of your journal. Some ways your
journal can promote its content are:

• Building an email list of authors,
reviewers, and readers to send journal
updates
• Networking and word of mouth
promotion

You can get article promotion inspiration for
your journal by looking at how other
publications are showcasing their content.
Here are “7 Examples of Great Journal
Promotion” to start with. If you’re a newer
journal looking to grow your publication’s
reputation, you can also check out
Scholastica’s on-demand webinar “Growing
Your Journal’s Reputation and Impact.”
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4
Track Your Journal
Performance with
Publishing Analytics

Scholastica publishing analytics

Every journal should
track publishing
analytics

Many journals make determinations about
whether they’re reaching the right audience
and where to promote content on hunches
alone, often resulting in missed opportunities.
If you’re in this position, you may not know
your journal’s readership as well as you think.
To truly assess the performance of your
journal and garner insights to grow your
readership online, having access to publishing
analytics is a must.
The most basic publishing analytics all journals
should be tracking are article usage and
pageview stats. Among top stats to track are:
• Total number of website pageviews
• Individual website pageview counts (see
which article, informational, and
supplementary content pages readers are
engaging with the most)

• Individual article download counts
Article usage and pageview stats will help
your journal know which articles readers are
engaging with the most. You can use this
information to determine which articles you
need to promote more, or which articles are
likely to generate the most attention in online
promotion. You can also look for patterns
among popular articles to help shape your
next special issues.
Additionally, your journal can send authors
article stats as an added value. Authors can
highlight their past article readership
information in funding applications and use it
to guide their research promotion efforts.
Journals can also use website pageview stats
to get a more granular picture of how visitors
are engaging with their content. For example,
journals can see which article pages and
supplementary content pages, like blog posts,
are getting the most attention. Editors can
also track which informational pages, such as
author guidelines, are getting the most views
and if any informational pages appear to have
alarmingly low pageviews suggesting visitors
aren’t finding them.

• Total number of articles downloaded
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Know whether your
audience is growing
and where readers are
coming from

General pageview and article download
counts will help your journal determine which
content readers are engaging with the most,
but they won’t give you an accurate picture of
how your readership is growing. For that,
you’ll need to dig a little deeper and look at
“unique pageviews.” Whereas general
pageviews are a count of all of the times
people view a page on your website within
their browsing session (if a visitor comes back
10 times in a row that’s 10 pageviews), unique
pageviews represent all of the people viewing
a page on your website for the first time
during a browsing session. Unique pageviews
are counted only once per session. Journals
can track unique pageviews to get a better
sense of how many readers are coming to
specific pages of their website for the first
time and whether visits to their webpages
appear to be growing or diminishing.
In addition to tracking readership stats, all
journals should have tracking to determine
where readers are coming from. This often
starts at the geographic level. Your journal
should track which countries your readers are
in to determine whether your content is

reaching a wide enough audience and if there
are areas you need to focus on raising
awareness within.
In addition to tracking readers by country,
your journal should have a sense of how
readers are finding your content online. A
great way to do this is by tracking referrers.
Referrers are the websites that lead readers
to your journal website pages. As the name
suggests, these websites have links that are
“referring” readers to your content. For
example, if an online news story links to one
of your articles, that story would be a
referrer for the article. Tracking referrers will
help you know where your content is being
discussed and cited online.
If you’re not yet tracking publishing analytics
in these core areas, now’s the time to get
started! Begin exploring the options available
for tracking online publishing analytics and
determine which will be the best fit for your
journal. For example, teams that have the
time and ability to configure their own
analytics data might turn to Google Analytics.
Google Analytics will take some time to get
set up and it has a higher learning curve, so
you’ll need to have editors dedicated to
learning how to use it. For journals seeking a
more ready-made analytics solution that’s
tailored to their needs and doesn’t require
setup and maintenance, you can also explore
publishing analytics specific to academic
journals. Scholastica’s Open Access
Publishing software includes a full suite of
publishing analytics at no additional cost. You
can learn more here.
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Conclusion
The road to modern
journal publishing

Looking to the future, we can expect many
more innovations in scholarly journal
publishing to come as the academic
community races to meet the needs of
researchers online.
Whether we will soon enter an age of digitalonly journals is hard to say, but what’s certain
is that now is the time for all journals to begin
to develop a solid digital publishing strategy.
As you evaluate your journal’s current online
presence and make plans for improvement,
remember to focus on the core areas
discussed in the guide:
• Developing a modern journal website
• Publishing articles in digital-first formats
• Taking steps to promote your journal articles
and track online readership stats
We hope this guide has given you some
valuable suggestions to start optimizing your
digital publishing strategy!
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About
Scholastica
Your Modern Academic Journal Management
System

Scholastica's software products enable
academic journals to streamline peer review,
easily publish open access, or both at an
affordable price. Over 600 journals across
disciplines use Scholastica.
Learn more at: scholasticahq.com

Get more journal resources

